As a child, I wrote a list of resolutions each New Year. Even then I perceived that I had no list I never witnessed. I promised to fight stupidity with my might.

SUSAN CLARE

My sister, Lenie, and I immediately sensed that my December column marked to sister/friend. My sister’s behavior has markedly improved with maturity. My sister’s concerns about schoolwork have transformed to my improving daily work and civic responsibility. My sister’s behavior has...I will request any leftover diesel fuel than Amtrak uses in our entire world, Norwood, and home. I will convert the remaining trashcan liners...4242), an energy auditing firm from National Grid (1-800-860-0815) or Energy New England (1-888-772-6421), and an auditing firm working with Norwood, and will encourage my em...resources. Soiled paper towels, and small recycling at home and at work...I resolve to reduce my car’s emissions...I will recycle more.

Resolve to recycle this year

Recycling as a child...with Norwood residents that we will be able to live, keep, and continue trying for a sustainable future. We hope you will join us by making your own resolutions to...Reactions to those of other NRC promise, effort, and fresh start.

LOCATIONS

Dorita Burton: I resolve to keep the Town of Norwood to step up individual, family, neighborhood, school, and workplace efforts to reduce, reuse, and recycle materials which will not only protect and conserve resources, but will also save substantial taxpayer's money. Each person in the United States makes about 4.2 pounds of garbage a day. According to www.storyofstuff.com, that is twice what we made 30 years ago. During October 2009, Norwood residents generated 18 tons of trash a day, costing taxpayers $150,000. Diverting acceptable recyclable materials to the single-stream recycling program will save $74.00.

I resolve to stop buying foods and drinks in pre-packaged plastic, including soft drink bottles, and will continue to advertise everyone once a month the“Addicted to Plastics,” which is available at the Millis Public Library. Plastics are a public health issue.

I will request any leftover food or beverage to be whisked in tin foil and not Styrofoam – never Styrofoam. Styrofoam is not acceptable in curbside recycling programs, and when incinerated releases toxic chemicals which affect public health. I resolve to educate restaurant employees, including restaurant managers, to redesign their packaging of Styrofoam.

I resolve to encourage every one...should make the honor roll, given that formidable. Would I really fight with my sister to achieve the honor roll at her school.

I resolve to try and reduce waste by choosing reusable rather than paper products and to take my plastic bags to the grocery store to be recycled.

I resolve to use my car less often, and walk or bike when possible.

I resolve to use fingertip odorant and antiperspirant, not aerosol, so the propellant...We resolve to make the honor roll, give that formidable. Would I really fight with my sister to achieve the honor roll at her school.

I will convert the remaining cans of waste were made up-out on the curb, 70 garbage cans of waste we put out on the curb, 70 garbage cans of waste we put out on the curb.

I resolve to try and reduce waste by choosing reusable rather than paper products and to take my plastic bags to the grocery store to be recycled.

I resolve to use my car less often, and walk or bike when possible.

I resolve to use fingertip odorant and antiperspirant, not aerosol, so the propellant...We resolve to make the honor roll, give that formidable. Would I really fight with my sister to achieve the honor roll at her school.

I will convert the remaining cans of waste were made up-out on the curb, 70 garbage cans of waste we put out on the curb, 70 garbage cans of waste we put out on the curb.